Changes in Examination Regulations

Social Sciences Board

Approved at the meeting of 25 February 2011

Title of Programme
Honour School of Archaeology and Anthropology

Brief note about nature of change: Revision to an option title; removal of options no longer offered; inclusion of a further option.

Effective date
With effect from 1 October 2011

Location of change
In Examination Regulations 2010

Detail of change

1. p. 160, delete l.27, and substitute ‘3. Landscape and Ecology’,
2. p.161, delete l.27
3. Ibid., delete l.33
4. Ibid., renumber list of options (n) to (t) as (m) to (r) accordingly
5. After l.34 insert ‘(s) From hunting and gathering to states and empires in South-west Asia’.

Explanatory Notes
Clause 1 amends the title of the course to more accurately reflect syllabus content; clauses 2 to 4 remove two options that are no longer offered. Clause 5 adds an additional option.